A    LONDON    YEAR
Like a priest surrounded by acolytes he comes
with his cocktail. You drink to please him. He
goes. You wish he would come back, for although
he is objectionably happy some subtle emanation
from him affects you pleasantly, makes you think
that after all you may not be such a contemptible
little speck of life as you believe. That is it; he
makes you pleased with yourself! His sympathy,
too, is like a swimming bath ; you can splash about
in it.
Then you smile. You have actually laughed !
Was it during the oysters, was it with the sole, was it
when he insisted on choosing a half-bottle of wine ?
You wonder ! (How much in love are those two
over there, the girl in the green gown and that
brown-haired boy. You hope they'll be happy.
How you wish everybody was happy. . . .)
And why were you recently sad ?   You can't
quite recall.   As you half close your eyes in the
blue smoke of a cigar you tell yourself that life,
besides being real and earnest, holds things to fight
for, and things to love and things to believe in.   All
the colour has rushed back.   But how ?
c Was your dinner . . . ? * asks Panache, bowing.
c Excellent!'
Outside there is a comfortable surge of life, a good
feel of London in the air, a stimulation even in those
winking lights. ' Fate cannot harm me; I have
dined to-day.' Who said that? Sydney Smith
probably.
c Good night,' smiles M. Panache as you leave.
A strange man !   In another age he might have
been a magician.   Perhaps the queerest thing about
him is that as he said good night you felt safe and
happy, just as you did as a child when your mother
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